Presence of Bereitschaftspotential preceding psychogenic myoclonus: clinical application of jerk-locked back averaging
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Abstract

The method of jerk-locked back averaging was applied to six patients with clinically diagnosed psychogenic myoclonus. Five patients had a slow negative EEG shift corresponding to Bereitschaftspotential at the central region starting 0-7 to 2-1 seconds before the onset of the myoclonic jerk. One patient had no potential preceding the myoclonic jerk, whereas a small negative potential preceded the voluntary movement mimicking the jerk. The demonstration of Bereitschaftspotential before an apparently involuntary myoclonic jerk helps the clinical diagnosis of psychogenic myoclonus, although the absence of Bereitschaftspotential does not necessarily indicate that the movement is involuntary. Jerk-locked back averaging is clinically useful as a specific laboratory examination in this condition.

(J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1995;58:745–747)
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Myoclonus is defined as sudden, quick, shock like, single or repetitive involuntary movements without loss of consciousness.1 Recently, Monday and Jankovic introduced the term “psychogenic myoclonus” to expand the definition of myoclonus from just involuntary to the so called voluntary movements.2 They proposed the criteria of psychogenic myoclonus, but no objective laboratory finding was proposed. Jerk-locked back averaging, which is a back averaging technique of EEGs time locked to the EMG onset of jerks, is used for detecting the cortical spike preceding the jerks of cortical origin. Jerk-locked back averaging, when applied by using a long time constant and a wide analysis window, may detect Bereitschaftspotential if the movements are mediated by voluntary mechanisms, but not before involuntary or passive movements.4,7 In this study, jerk-locked back averaging was assessed in six patients with psychogenic myoclonus.

Patients and methods

We studied six patients, four men and two women (age range 20 to 65 years), presenting with apparently involuntary jerks (table). Jerks were seen in the bilateral limbs in patients 1 and 2, in the neck in patients 3 and 5, and in the trunk in patients 4 and 6. The jerks in all six patients were consistent with “psychogenic myoclonus” according to the criteria proposed by Monday and Jankovic.2 All patients except patient 6 could stop their jerks for a short time when requested to do so or when distracted. No patient or family had a history of neurological disorders. None had paroxysmal abnormality on EEG. All five patients in whom the somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) after electric stimulation of
the median nerve at wrist were examined had SEPs of normal amplitude and latency.

For the recording of jerk-locked back averaging, the patients sat or were supine, and were told to keep quiet with their eyes either gently closed or open depending on the patient. The EEGs were recorded from cup electrodes fixed on the scalp at Cz, C3, and C4 (International 10/20 System) with collodion. In patients 1, 2, 4, and 5, EEGs were also recorded from C1 and C2. All electrodes were referenced to linked earlobe electrodes. An electrode for monitoring an electro-oculogram (EOG) was placed below the lateral canthus on either side referenced to an ipsilateral earlobe electrode. Impedance of all electrodes was kept less than 5 kΩ. For recording EMG associated with jerks, a pair of surface electrodes were placed 3 cm apart on the skin overlying the most intensively jerking muscle for each patient.

A long time constant was adopted for the EEG and EOG recording (three seconds for patients 3, 4, 5, and 6, and five seconds for patients 1 and 2), and the high frequency filter was set to 100 Hz. The time constant was set to 0.0075 seconds and the high frequency filter to 100 Hz, for the EMG recording. Signals from the EMG were rectified in patients 3, 4, 5, and 6, and processed without rectification in patients 1 and 2. A 60 Hz notch filter was used in all channels. Fifty to 160 spontaneous jerks were recorded for each patient. The signals from 2-4 seconds before to 1-2 seconds after the EMG onset were stored on a computer for subsequent off line analysis at a sampling rate of 333 Hz per channel. The EEGs were averaged time locked to the EMG onset by using a special computer program that was a modification of the method described by Barrett et al. The EEG samples were excluded from analysis if there were eye movements or other artifacts before the EMG onset, or if consecutive jerks were less than two seconds apart. Baseline for the amplitude measurements was determined by averaging the segment from 2-1 to 1-5 seconds before the EMG onset for each channel. Calibration data were collected just before each experiment.

In patients 4 and 6, EEGs in association with voluntary movements were also recorded. The patients were told to repeat voluntary movements mimicking their own myoclonic jerks at a self paced rate of every several seconds. The EEGs, EMG, and EOG were recorded from the same electrodes and analysed in the same manner as for the jerks.

Results

All patients except for patient 6 showed slow negative EEG potentials preceding the EMG onset (table, figure). The potentials started 0.7 to 2.1 seconds before the EMG onset and were maximal at Cz in all five patients. Toward the EMG onset, this slow potential became steeper on the hemisphere contralateral to the jerk in patients 1 and 2 who had jerks in the upper limbs. In patients 3, 4, and 5, who had jerks in the neck or trunk, this late steeper component was distributed symmetrically (figure).

In patient 4, in whom EEGs in association with self paced voluntary movements mimicking the jerks were also recorded, Bereitschaftspotential started 1-5 seconds before the EMG onset and showed a similar distribution to the slow negative EEG shift seen in association with his myoclonic jerks. In patient 6, who did not have a slow EEG shift preceding the jerk, Bereitschaftspotential was present preceding the voluntary movements mimicking the myoclonic jerk. It started 0.7 seconds before the EMG onset and was maximal at Cz.

Discussion

Monday and Jankovic described psychogenic myoclonus in 18 of their 212 patients with myoclonic jerks. They proposed the criteria for the diagnosis of psychogenic myoclonus, which consist of characteristic physical findings as well as history, positive placebo effects, and the absence of other underlying disorders that could cause myoclonus. Its laboratory diagnosis, however, was not taken into account.

It was originally reported that Bereitschaftspotential was absent before involuntary movements and present only before self paced voluntary movements. Recently, it was reported that jerk-locked back averaging was clinically useful to differentiate involuntary from voluntary movements, and that a slow negative EEG shift was present before psychogenic involuntary movement. Those studies suggested that slow negative EEG shifts may occur even before psychogenic involuntary movement, but not before purely involuntary movement.

As it is necessary to collect a sufficient number of jerks for making jerk-locked back averaging, there is an absolute limitation when applied to the patients with psychogenic myoclonus. When the jerks are too
infrequent or too small to be picked up by the surface EMG, or when jerks occur too often (less than two seconds apart), this technique is not adequate. Therefore, this method is not always applicable to patients with psychogenic myoclonus and sometimes gives rise to noisy data because of an insufficient number of samples.

Among our six patients clinically consistent with psychogenic myoclonus, we could show the slow negative EEG shift preceding the myoclonic jerks in five patients. Therefore, it is most likely that the jerks in these patients were generated through the mechanisms common to those underlying the voluntary movement. Although there have been some reports of exceptional cases with involuntary movements that were preceded by the slow negative EEG shift (chorea-acanthocytosis, mirror movement), it is unlikely that the patients in the present study had those disorders.

The absence of a slow negative EEG shift preceding a psychogenic myoclonus and the presence of Bereitschaftspotential preceding the voluntary movement mimicking the jerk in the same patient, as seen in patient 6, suggest that the generator mechanism of the jerk is different from that of the voluntary movement from the electrophysiological point of view. Because we occasionally encounter even normal subjects who show no or only small Bereitschaftspotential before voluntary movements, the conclusion as to whether those jerks are really involuntary or psychogenic in origin should be made with great caution. Nevertheless, demonstration of the slow EEG shift by jerk-locked back averaging may provide objective and supportive evidence for psychogenic myoclonus when it is clinically suggested.
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